ST ROBERT’S STUDENT CODE OF CONDUCT
To keep our school safe for everyone, we ask all children in our school to:
 Follow all the safety rules in our school, including our cyber safety rules
 Be polite towards others, and always use good manners
 Cooperate with all our teachers and adult helpers
 Be kind and helpful, making sure everyone is included in games and activities
 Try always to make ‘good choices’ about the way we treat others
 Be willing to accept other people, even if they look or sound a little different
 Be ready to learn about new things and ‘have a go’ at new ideas and suggestions
 Be ready to teach others positive things that you know
 Be ready to listen to others, and be respectful of different ideas and opinions
 Treat personal belongings and school property in a responsible and careful way
 Be reverent when we pray and worship together
 Be ready to forgive one another when things go wrong
 Be willing to welcome newcomers or visitors to our school
 Always use personal and school devices in a respectful and lawful manner

To keep our school safe for everyone, we ask all children in our
school NOT to:
 Behave in any way that is a form of bullying: physical, verbal, online, exclusion
 Behave in a rude, disrespectful or uncooperative manner for any teacher or adult
 Behave in a dishonest or unfair way by lying, cheating or stealing
 Behave in any rough way that is mean or harmful to others
 Tease in any way that hurts another person’s feelings
 Behave in any unsafe way in our classrooms or playgrounds, eg. Picking up sticks or stones,
playing with scissors, tackling in games of football
 Use any type of ‘put down’ that makes a person feel bad about themselves, their work,
their ideas or their opinions
 Use any type of swearing, rude or inappropriate language
 Behave in any way that damages personal belongings, school property, or property that
belongs to others
 Use any personal or school device inappropriately, including use of social media, posting
inappropriate material or disrespectful comments, posting photographs or video clips of
others without adult permission  Behave in a silly or inappropriate way in student toilets,
eg. Looking under doors, throwing wet paper, dropping paper

